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THE EDITOR'S NOTE 
For perspective, we begin with the obituaries. 
Then we reach, fingers and tongues, ears, toes, 
and eyelashes (think orgy as metaphor), as far as 
we can for the sense of it all. A wrong move, I 
know, like asking, what are all those people doing 
in that train station? The answer that fits all is 
the most inane. Only looking into each can even 
begin to satisfy, if it can. 
&n& so Geoffrey G. O'Brien's catalogues of 
ir^ify^ad. meaning (mostly failed) and *val 
ue%^y^tfts 
a boot through/' And so Timothy 
ij^if^^f^rumored existence, our own "access to 
up^^^te pi 
a dozen sherbets," and looking mur 
de^H&|brd 
at complicity, being alone, being all 
on^ ffeat hanging bird, those islands beyond the 
horfeon, sounds that tickle and sting, what hap 
pens in war and what after and through it, the 
story and the loop, and the gaps, the enormous 
embarrassing gaps of sense we patch up in the 
end the best we can. 
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"Library," from the series "Parking," by Aaron Lurth. Aaron 
is a third-year Graduate Fellow at the University of Iowa 
earning an MFA in photography. 
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